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Historical Accounts of the Halveti Shaykh Bali Efendi
of So� a in a Newly Discovered Vita Dating from the
Nineteenth Century

MARIA KALICIN & KRASSIMIRA MUTAFOVA

ABSTRACT A study of a newly discovered vita of Shaykh Bali Efendi reveals many features
typical of hagiographical literature, but a comparison with other sources helps untangle the
historical from the mythical. The article points to the reasons for mythologization and suggests
that, in its context, this was not only possible but to be expected.

The � rst in� ux of heterodox Muslims in Rumeli dates back, in all probability, to the
time when it was conquered by the Ottomans. There are claims that the tekkes and
zaviyes built around the tombs of shaykhs and babas from the so-called � rst wave of
dervish colonization quickly turned into centres of Muslim heterodox propaganda.
However, the militant dervishes who were initially used by the central authorities as the
only Muslim organization which contained dynamic elements, and was adapted to the
conditions of constant warfare,1 soon became not only inconvenient, but also even
dangerous. They lost the support of the authorities and were considered a direct
danger, both because of the heterodox trends they introduced, which led to religious
and socially disruptive turmoil, and because they regarded Ottoman polity as a
deviation from the principles of early Islam.2 The orthodox dervish orders on the other
hand enjoyed particular attention and protection from the central authorities, particu-
larly as the new tendencies in the country’s social and political life, and the explosion
of religious fanaticism in the sixteenth century,3 considerably enhanced their role as
disseminators of Sunn ȭ Islam in the empire.

Thus, over several centuries, the variegated picture of orthodox and heterodox (in
their majority) followers of Muslim mystical teachings was consistently ‘adjusted’, by
elements that the central authorities found inconvenient being deported from Asia
Minor and the capital, and by dervish orders, closely related to and in the service of
those authorities, which were deliberately introduced into the Ottoman provinces.

Because of their geographical location, the Bulgarian territories not only became a
stage for all these Muslim mystical orders, with all the contacts, interactions and
contradictions between their doctrines, but were also very often and almost inevitably
a point from which they were disseminated into the other Balkan countries.

By comparison with the numerous and well known works on S½ ū� sm and the
differentiation within the various sects and orders by west European, Russian, Balkan
and US experts in Arab and Ottoman studies, the researches of Bulgarian historians are
still fragmentary in character. Apart from some regional anthropological and archaeo-
logical works, it is only the studies by S. Dimitrov, M. Staynova and P. Paruşev that
stand out in contemporary Bulgarian historiography as trying to set the problem of
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340 Maria Kalicin & Krassimira Mutafova

Muslim sectarianism against the more general backdrop of the ethno-religious pro-
cesses and changes following the Ottoman conquest.4

To provide a complete picture of the Muslim sects and orders in the Bulgarian lands
during the period of Ottoman domination would obviously require multi-faceted,
complex and continuous research which should include studies of individuals whose
lives and activities were indicative of the ways in which Islamic propaganda advanced
into the country. The need for this work is obvious for, with the passage of time, their
true image is frequently lost in folklore and historiography and the amassed distortions
sometimes lead to the emergence of rather false impressions and the consequent
establishment of many of the modern mythologizations and strange modi� cations, as
well as attempts to interpolate modern interpretations into an age long past.

All this gives us reason to turn once again to the well known Muslim mystic
repeatedly mentioned in literature whose name is connected with So� a, Shaykh Bali
Efendi.5 The occasion for this is the recent discovery in the Oriental Department of the
National Library of a yet unpublished vita of the mystic, contained in a copy of
Mevlâna Shaykh Süleyman Küstendili’s work, Bahr’ül-velâye (Sea of Holiness),6 which
is in itself interesting as a source with speci� c generic characteristics and should not be
placed outside the context of other types of sources. The information it contains will
therefore be complemented in this article with other data from published and unpub-
lished Ottoman Turkish documentary material, mainly registers (mufassal, tahrir and
mevkufat defteri) and kadi sicils from the So� a Shar ȭ ¨a court. We shall also try to
establish the place of this vita among other works of the same genre, taking advantage
of N. Clayer’s recently published work, Mystiques, État, Société. Les Halvetis dans l’aire
balkanique de la � n du XVe siècle à nos jours,7 which has given us access to Ottoman
authors such as Taşköprüzade, Mecdi and Mün õ̂ rõ̂ Belgrad õ̂ ,8 whose works are not
available in Bulgaria.

Küstendili’s work is a late expression of the tradition of compiling compendia of
biographies of saints (tabakat al-avliya), which became extremely popular in the
Ottoman Empire in the sixteenth century. The noted scholar J. Trimingham saw the
reason for the � ourishing and particular stability of this genre in S½ ūf ȭ literature in the
speci� c features of the development and decline of S½ ū� sm as a mystical ‘way’, which
led to the loss of its spiritual depth and originality. This was also how he explained its
thematic shrinking within the framework of compilations, paraphrasing, endless correc-
tions and repetitions of old stories from the works of the earlier mystics.9

This tradition remained stable to the extent that, several centuries later, our author
would write in the introduction to his work:

Since the biographical books about most of the saints are read by every
educated person, talented people and those who have good taste collect
information about the lives of their holinesses, the brilliant evliya. And since
there are collections of books and the continuation of every one of them is a
standing order … to the poor and unworthy, in other words Mevlânazade
Shaykh Süleyman Küstendili, I felt I was obliged to carry out God’s orders, to
compile the written word and the stories from the numerous different works
and biographies and put them all together in one book.10

In fact, although a provincial author, Küstendili was obviously familiar with and used
the principal Ottoman biographical and hagiographical works of the sixteenth century,
as is evidenced by the fact that his vita of Bali Efendi contains the basic elements found
in Hadaik’u şaka’ik (The Garden of Anemones),11 the work of Mehmed Efendi, known
as Mecdi. This, in turn, is a translation from Arabic into Ottoman Turkish, with
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Accounts of the Halveti Shaykh Bali Efendi 341

additions, of the impressive encyclopaedia by the great sixteenth-century Ottoman
scholar Taşköprüzade, Eş şaka’ik un-nümanie (Red Anemones), where Bali Efendi is
listed among the Ottoman scholars and saints.12

It has not yet been de� nitely established whether the manuscript of Küstendili’s work
at the SS. Cyril and Methodius National Library in So� a is an original or a copy. It is
clear, however, that it is not the only one, for, in her work on the Halveti in the Balkans,
N. Clayer used another copy that is housed in the Berlin City Library.13

It becomes clear from the notes about Shaykh Küstendili at the end of the work that
he was born in the middle of 1163 (1750). He entered the Nakşibendi order in 1180
(1766–7) and became a preacher in that same order in 1193 (1779). An extremely
proli� c writer, he wrote a number of books from the viewpoint of the ‘brilliant
Nakşibendi movement’, including risales, commentaries, poetry, a history of the town
of Kyustendil and, towards the end of his life, Bahrü’l velâye (Sea of Holiness).14

There are other biographical and hagiographical works whose authors bear the
surname of ‘Küstendili’, including a Tezkeretü’l evliya (Biographies of Saints), compiled
in 1100 (1688) by Küstendili Arif, containing interesting data about Bali Efendi.
According to Osman KeskiogÆlu, this manuscript should be at the Oriental Department
of the National Library,15 but it has not so far been located there.

Mihaila Staynova refers in Opis na osmanskite biblioteki v bulgarskite zemi prez XV–
XIX v. to a copy of the work of a Shaykh Küstendili, Rūh½ al-abh½ ār wa subul al-asrār
(Soul of the Seas and Ways of Secrets),16 also housed at the National Library.17 The copy,
made by Ali ibn Hüsein Samokovi, was completed on 20–30 Receb 1197 (21 June–1
July 1783). The special interest in the Nakşibendi order, displayed in the � rst chapter
of this religious and mystical work, is an indication, albeit indirect, of the connection
between its author and Shaykh Süleyman Küstendili, who is de� nitely known to have
belonged to that order.

And � nally, still another person bearing the name of Küstendili is mentioned in the
text about Bali Efendi we are discussing—the author’s son, Mustafa Arif, who, at least
according to the vita, became a follower of the mystic from So� a.18

None of this allows us to claim with certainty that the above-mentioned persons
belonged to the same family of Muslim writers and mystics, followers of the Nakşibendi
order. Küstendili, the common epithet they all share, may only mean that they were
from the same town and that, in addition to being a well developed administrative,
economic and political centre, Kyustendil was also a centre of Muslim religious
propaganda during the period of Ottoman domination.19

Bali Efendi’s vita in Bahrü’l velâye follows the recognized features of the hagiograph-
ical genre, in� uenced mainly by the Arab literary tradition. The reason for this lies
basically in the fact that the biographical genre in the Muslim world was closely related
to theology and, before the Safavid age, Arabic was the language of theology and
science.20 As the well known Arabist, F. Rosenthal, has pointed out, biography had its
place in Muslim historiography from the very beginning and won itself a dominant
position there.21 Discussing the different types of biographies, he has also indicated the
speci� c features of those that deal with theologians and scholars. The emphasis was on
the history of their education, their teachers, the places they visited and the traditions
they followed, while little attention was paid to ‘external’ events. A typical feature of all
types of biography is the inclusion of the date of birth and the obligatory presence of
moral and intellectual qualities, while a portrait of the person is in most cases omitted.22

This tradition was continued in the Ottoman Empire and its most outstanding
representatives in the sixteenth century, Lami, Taşköprüzade, Mecdi and Lâti� ,23
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342 Maria Kalicin & Krassimira Mutafova

created exceptionally stable prototypes. The special mixture of biographical, hagio-
graphical and historical information about scholars and saints included in
Taşköprüzade’s encyclopaedic compendium is the result of his using his personal
experience and observations when he served as müderris and kadi of Istanbul, extracting
part of the information he needed from the memoirs and experiences of the members
of his own family and the descendants of the people he wrote about and, � nally, using
information from other works of that type.24 In this way, he created a speci� c type of
hagiography that combined the strong and the weak points of writing from the position
of an eyewitness, mystic and historian.25

Being written within the framework of this prototype, Shaykh Bali Efendi’s vita is
marked by fragmentation, chronological and thematic inversions, a lack of logical
connection between the passages and imbalance in the scope and detail of the bio-
graphical elements. Another important characteristic feature of the structure is the
introduction of direct speech, which gives grounds for different interpretations of the
text.

The author does not mention the name of the order or sect to which Bali Efendi
belonged, providing only indirect information about it. What he tells us is that Bali
Efendi was one of the followers of Shaykh Kasõ m Çelebi,26 who in turn is known to have
been a Halveti, follower of the famous Çelebi Halife.27 It then follows that Bali Efendi
also belonged to the Halveti order.

Küstendili has described and assessed Shaykh Bali in accordance with tradition and
through the prism of his own scale of values. At the very beginning, before providing
the sparse biographical data, he puts forward the two principal themes that form the
basis of the whole story—the mystic’s erudition and holiness. According to him, the
Shaykh ‘worked diligently in the service of God’ all his life.28

The author of the Sea of Holiness stresses the position of the Shaykh and its social
impact: ‘The result of his virtuous service was his disciples, many of whom showed
themselves as excellent and perfect people. He left an endless number of noted
adherents. He sent this out into the world to improve the people.’29

Coming to the biographical data, Küstendili � rst records where and how Bali Efendi
died, and where he was buried: ‘He died in the heart-warming Rumeli city called So� a.
He was buried at Salahiyye, a place [located] near the town. He expired during the
Friday prayers on the last Friday of the victorious month of Safer in the year 960 from
the emigration of the Prophet, or the 16th of Kânun-i sani’ (10 February 1553).30 This
date, which was � rst reported by Taşköprüzade, was given to him personally by Bali
Efendi’s associate, Rusuhi Süleyman Efendi.31 It was also adopted by the Shaykh’s
other biographers, Mecdi,32 M. Sürreya and M. Tahir.33 Evliya Çelebi in the seven-
teenth century gave a different year. He deciphered the chronogram encoded in the
inscription above the main door of the Shaykh’s türbe as 958 (1551).34 The same date
in the same chronogram is also reported by KeskiogÆlu.35

The place name ‘Salahiyye’ remains somewhat vague, for it is not clear whether a
locality or a settlement was meant, i.e. whether what is today Knyazhevo already existed
as a village, or whether it was only a locality appropriate for the construction of the
türbe, which was to be settled later. Neither Bali Efendi’s biographers nor modern
scholars comment on the name itself. KeskiogÆlu alone discusses its etymology, connect-
ing it with the person of Yüsuf Salahaddin, an associate of Taşköprüzade, who ordered
the building of a mosque on whose foundations the present Knyazhevo church was later
built.36

Although the time of construction of the mosque has not been determined and the
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Accounts of the Halveti Shaykh Bali Efendi 343

sources for this statement are not particularly concrete, this etymology may be possible,
particularly as the dictionary meaning of the word salahiyye (appropriateness, expedi-
ence, authority, completeness of power, prerogative, competence and jurisdiction37)
hardly explains the name. Only F. DevelliogÆlu’s encyclopaedic dictionary contains the
expression Salahiyye-i Halvetiyye, meaning one of the branches of the Halveti order
whose founder was Bal õ kesirli Abdullah Salahaddin.38 This last takes us back to
KeskiogÆlu’s explanation, whose con� rmation is most probably to be found in
Taşköprüzade’s inaccessible work.

Küstendili’s source for Bali Efendi’s birthplace was the Shaykh’s disciple, Rusuhi
Süleyman. It is strange that, having this � rst-hand source, our author skips over an
entire period of Bali Efendi’s life—his sojourn in Constantinople where, as is well
known from his other biographers, the Shaykh received his education. Küstendili only
mentions that ‘Shaykh Bali Efendi, may his memory be blessed, was born near
Stroumica and when he grew up, he settled in So� a.’39

Referring to other biographers, Clayer writes that in Constantinople the Shaykh went
through several grades of the established educational system and, in his pursuit of
self-perfection, expressed the wish to be guided by a S½ ūf ȭ teacher. He found such a
teacher in Shaykh Kas õ m Efendi, a disciple of the noted Çelebi Halife, who directed
Atik Ali Pasha’s zaviye in Constantinople. According to Clayer, Bali Efendi’s sojourn
in Constantinople and his initiation into the Halveti order occurred in the � rst two
decades of the sixteenth century. She dates to the same period the episode described in
identical words by Mecdi and Küstendili Süleyman Şeyhi and which relates to the
reasons underlying Bali Efendi’s decision to undertake the compilation of a commen-
tary on Ibn ¨Arab ȭ ’s famous work, Fus½ūs½ al-h½ ikam.40

This episode has been repeated in detail in our manuscript but without relating it to
a speci� c place and time. It deserves more detailed discussion because it is interesting
both as a source of reliable facts and as a brilliant illustration of the intertwining of the
generic features of biography and hagiography. The only historical fact in the episode
is that Bali Efendi undertook a commentary of Ibn ¨Arab ȭ ’s work, but this alone says
much about the personality of Bali Efendi.

A commentary on this, the most famous and one of the most dif� cult of Ibn ¨Arab ȭ ’s
works, was considered an obligation as well as a great honour for every educated
mystic. Ibn ¨Arab ȭ ’s works attracted the attention of the S½ ūf ȭ intellectual elite and, after
the thirteenth century, as the Russian Arabist, A. Knysh, has pointed out, it is dif� cult
to � nd an educated S½ ūf ȭ Shaykh who did not turn to Ibn ¨Arab ȭ ’s teaching and form an
attitude towards it.41 According to modern scholars, the S½ ūf ȭ s themselves were not
unanimous in their assessments of his heritage. Some directly rejected him and others
insisted that his works should be studied, while the vast majority adopted a position of
compromise. In recognition of the genius of one of the greatest mystics and theoreti-
cians of the Muslim world, they suggested that the general public be forbidden to read
his books (for they were not equipped to appreciate them), leaving them to be studied
only by the intellectual elite of the brotherhoods.42

It is not clear what the fate of Ibn ¨Arab ȭ ’s teaching would have been in the Muslim
world had it not attracted the Ottoman elite. Selim I (1512–20) not only ordered the
building of a beautiful mausoleum over his tomb in Damascus, as well as a mosque
nearby, but he also insisted that the Şeyhü’l islâm Ibn-i Kemal (Kemalpaşazade Ahmed
Şemseddin Efendi), 1468–1534, should issue a fetva forbidding criticism of Ibn ¨Arab ȭ
under the threat of severe punishment.43

Thus, Bali Efendi belonged to that part of the Ottoman intellectual elite that gave
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344 Maria Kalicin & Krassimira Mutafova

due attention and recognition to the ideas of the famous mystic. This attitude to him
is also illustrated by the surname Muhieddin (Muh½ ȭ al-D ȭ n), meaning literally ‘giving
life to the faith’, in sharp contrast to the names used by his opponents, like Mahiddin
(‘digressing from faith’), and even Musituddin (‘killing the faith’).44

The newly-discovered manuscript presents this information by the means typical of
the hagiographical literary tradition, i.e. miracles and supernatural reincarnations. Ibn
¨Arab ȭ appeared before Bali Efendi in the � esh, and before Kas õ m Çelebi ‘in the world
of visions’ and that in the company of the Prophet. The introduction of a hagiograph-
ical element into this episode was not an original idea of Küstendili’s, for it had a long
tradition. In fact, various orders considered Ibn ¨Arab ȭ a miracle worker who bore
eternal truths—truths that he could reveal only to the most worthy, appearing to them
both sleeping and waking.45

Bali Efendi attained this level of knowledge and initiation and wrote the Sarh-i Fusus
al-hikâm,46 a commentary in which he managed to ‘uncover the hidden treasures and
veiled symbols and to remove … the doubtful and controversial points’ in Ibn ¨Arab ȭ ’s
work.47 This commentary was acknowledged as his most profound work and was the
only one to be printed.48 In it he outlined the basic principles for the development of
the Halveti order, along with practical instructions to the Halveti, based on Ibn ¨Arab ȭ ’s
theosophical concept of ‘mystical monism’.49

Bali Efendi’s literary works are introduced by Küstendili with the words: ‘He created
wonderful works and various noble books, risale and highly appraised, competent
commentaries.’50 This statement may be justi� ed by reference to the titles of some of
his famous works: Etvar-i sitte (Six Ways of Conduct), Risale-i kaza ve kader (Risale on
Predestination), Mecmuat u’nnasaih (Collection of Instructions) and Menzume-i varidat
(System of Revelations).51 Küstendili also touches, albeit brie� y, upon another aspect
of Shaykh Bali’s spiritual and intellectual writings by quoting one of his didactic
poems.52

Against the background of his rather comprehensive portrait of Bali Efendi as a
mürid, mürşid and writer, Küstendili provides only a cursory sketch of the S½ ūf ȭ Shaykh’s
association with state policy: ‘Truly, he rose and achieved the possible limit in the
improvement of the human race and the limit in state affairs.’53

This estimation may be � owery, but it is devoid of facts and skips over the Shaykh’s
connections with the of� cial authorities. The only information Küstendili provides
pertains to Bali Efendi’s contacts with Sultan Süleyman I Kanuni (1520–66). With
typical disregard for concrete information, he only says in passing: ‘When he ac-
companied Sultan Süleyman Gazi in some campaigns, in blessed moments he prayed
for conquest and victory.’54

The memory of their relationship subsequently re� ected on local toponymy. When
Evliya Çelebi visited So� a and the surrounding area in 1653, he mentioned, among
numerous others, local names related to Bali Efendi, such as ‘Bali Efendi’s bath’ and
‘Bali Efendi’s forest’, as well as ‘Sultan Süleyman’s bench’.55 Eloquent, but with a taste
for hyperbole and for his own interpretation, the Ottoman traveller always mentioned
something about the places he visited, frequently borrowing from the sphere of
imagination. One of the most popular legends tells about Sultan Süleyman I wanting
to visit the Shaykh before the Szegedvár campaign, though they did not actually
meet—nor could they have, for by the time of the Sultan’s proposed visit Bali Efendi
was dead!

Strange as it may seem, Evliya Çelebi’s illogical account has been accepted at face
value. P. Deligradev, for example, who pays special attention to the ‘Knyazhevo saint’,
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Accounts of the Halveti Shaykh Bali Efendi 345

is inclined to doubt the authenticity of the inscription above the main door of the türbe,
rather than Çelebi’s tale.56

Küstendili also omits to mention the obvious involvement of the Halveti Shaykh in
some of the pressing problems of the empire which found expression in several of Bali
Efendi’s works. One of these problems was the controversy over the monetary vakõ fs,
which was part of the debate that arose between the Ottoman ulema regarding the vakõ f
endowment of movable and immovable property. A leading � gure among the oppo-
nents of the monetary vakõ f, who undertook energetic action for their abolition, was
Koca Çivizade Shaykh Mehmed Muhiddin Efendi (1476–1547), kadõ asker of Anatolia,
Şeyhü’l islâm from 1538 and kadõ asker of Rumeli from 1545 until his death.57 One of
the main reasons for his losing the post of Şeyhü’l islâm, three years and nine months
after his appointment and in violation of the principle of lifelong tenure, was his open
opposition to the philosophy and ideas of Ibn ¨Arab ȭ and Jalāl al-D ȭ n Rūm ȭ . As
kadõ asker of Rumeli he issued a fetva on the uselessness of monetary vakõ fs and banned
them. The response came from those of the ulema, led by Şeyhü’l islâm Mehmed
Ebusuud Efendi (1490–1575),58 who realized how bene� cial the monetary vakõ fs were
for the state. They included Shaykh Bali, who declared himself against the abolition of
monetary vakõ fs in a letter to Sultan Süleyman I.59 His arguments were so convincing
that later they formed the basis of the newly established vakõ fs.60

In another work on the same subject, Bali Efendi launched an attack against the
kadõ asker of Rumeli, Çivizade, who opposed the monetary vakõ fs. It contains an
exclamation that shows another side of Bali Efendi: ‘Oh, had Çivizade Efendi known
how Islam is established in the Balkans, he would have known whether the monetary
vakõ fs were bad or not!’61 What better illustration of the principal mission of one of the
representatives of orthodox Islam in Rumeli!

Being a Halveti Shaykh, closely connected with the interests of the central authori-
ties, Shaykh Bali became one of the people who spread Sunnȭ Islam in the regions
where it was not yet dominant. It was from this position that he sharply opposed all
heterodox tendencies, which found fertile soil in various parts of Rumeli, and particu-
larly in the Deliorman, Dobroudja and Thrace. This aspect of his activity is not
re� ected in Küstendili’s biography, but his other biographers have given it attention,
even if not going into detail. Taşköprüzade and Mün õ̂ r õ̂ Belgrad õ̂ point out the Shaykh’s
orthodoxy, stressing the fact that, following the way of S½ ū� sm, Bali Efendi strictly
respected the Shar ȭ ¨a.62 Mün õ̂ r õ̂ Belgrad õ̂ writes: ‘The greatness of this man’s deeds is
indescribable and the Sunnism of his conduct goes beyond anything one can think of.’63

This fanatical defence of the Sunna clearly implies extreme intolerance for all deviations
from orthodoxy, even in representatives of his own order.

Bali Efendi’s own reports to the sultan and highly placed representatives of the
central authorities are the best illustrations of his position in this respect. They best
reveal Bali Efendi’s militant attitude to those whom he considered heretics, but we refer
to them only brie� y here because they are well known to historiography and are
repeatedly published either entirely or in part.

V. Minorsky has published a full translation into English of his report to the Grand
Vizier, Rüstem Pasha, on the Safavid in� uence and its possible unfavourable conse-
quences.64 There the Shaykh lists all the details his informants had provided regarding
the ‘immoral’ Kõ zõ lbaşi—‘those sons of evil’.65 He dwells in detail on the reasons that
brought about the diversion of the Safavid dynasty—whose founder, Shaykh Sa� , was
an irreproachable leader—from ‘the right way’, placing its members under the in� uence
of the heretics. His advice to the Grand Vizier was to eliminate physically anyone who
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recognized the Shah as a mürşid and ‘to defeat by the sword and destroy by force that
tribe … its property and women, with the exception of the children.’66 According to him
‘alive or dead, in the Islamic territory they are nothing but harm, and their removal
from it is very happiness’.67 There are no clear indications in the text of whether this
severe attack on the K õ z õ lbaşi, who were a serious threat to the stability of the Ottoman
state in Anatolia, was also aimed at the heretically minded populace of Rumeli.

The other report, sent to the sultan, focused on the followers of Shaykh Bedreddin
Simavi in Dobroudja and the Deliorman, and particularly on one of his spiritual
disciples, Çelebi Halife.68 Bali Efendi gives a detailed description of all his violations of
the Shar ȭ ¨a: drinking wine, nightly vigils at which men and women met in social
gatherings, revering the Lord as a man generally and in the face of the Shaykh
particularly, and negligence towards the prayer rituals.69 The punishment that Shaykh
Bali demanded for the followers of Bedreddin was very severe. Since these heretics
were, according to him, causing ‘a rupture in the broad expansion of the Muslim
world’, ‘all lances and spearheads at the disposal of the authorities’ should be used
against them to erase the actions of the enemy ‘with the sharp sword and the
blood-shedding dagger’.70

On the basis of those two reports Minorsky estimates Bali Efendi’s work as a prime
example of close collaboration between the spiritual powers and the civil and military
authorities in the context of a ‘secret intelligence service’ that had to control public
opinion in the empire,71 and his view is supported by other scholars.72 Mün õ̂ rõ̂ Belgrad õ̂ ,
Bali Efendi’s most thorough biographer, called him the ‘Shaykh-agent’73 when describ-
ing his role in the notorious trials against latitudinarian Halveti Shaykhs.74

Reviewing the political activity of Bali Efendi one cannot ignore the fact that some of
the studies represent him as the kadi of So� a.75 Unfortunately, however, this author has
been unable to � nd any con� rmation that he held such a position in the existing kadi
registers preserved in the Oriental Department at the National Library. Any conclu-
sions regarding the instigation or prevention of confessional con� icts and the advance-
ment of Islamization during his alleged term as kadi remain conjectural.

Another historical event mentioned by Küstendili is the founding of a village around
Bali Efendi’s tomb, although he does not give the information systematically. At the
beginning of the vita, where he reports on the death of the Shaykh, he mentions that
‘kadi Abdurrahman, son of Abdulaziz and descendant of Mevlâna Ali Kuşçu, built a
mosque and a zaviye on [his grave] and made that place livelier’. Further on in the text
and without any clear connection with the preceding passage this information is
complemented with ‘Now they call that village “Bali Efendi’s village”. A caravanserai,
baths and work shops were built there in his honour.’76

The So� a kadi register preserved in the Oriental Department at the National Library
does not record the term of of� ce of the Abdurrahman, son of Abdulaziz, mentioned
in the biography, nor is his name included among the known ulema whose biographies
are contained in the prestigious biographical dictionaries. However, the section on vakõ f
properties, in the detailed register of the So� a district dating from the end of the
sixteenth century, records a mill with three millstones and two pastures turned into a
vakõ f by the already deceased Ali Kuşçu zade Abdurrahman efendi.77 This is obviously
the same person as the one whose name was associated with the foundation of the
zaviye erected over Bali Efendi’s tomb, which in its turn became a new centre for the
order and a nucleus around which the future village emerged. The properties trans-
formed into vakõ fs by him are only part of the vakõ fs of the zaviye recorded in the same
defter under the title ‘Zaviye of Bali Efendi near the fountain in the pass’. Its other
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properties were mainly sums of money, bequeathed by various people, including: the
deceased Mustafa Pasha, the murdered mir-i miran of Budin (Buda)—200,000; the
deceased Mesih voyvoda—40,000; the deceased ak õ nc õ subaşõ —25,000; Veli Bey—
6000; the deceased solak Mehmed—3000; the deceased Ilyas, son of Turgud—1200;
the deceased Turgud dede—1200. In addition to all these vakõ f endowments and
monetary donations, the record also shows the zaviye to have possessed ‘a mill with two
millstones, according to the old defter; a mill with one millstone and a vak� ye of Bali
Efendi, 8’.78 And a tapu ve tahrir register of 978 (1570–71) contains a record of ‘a mill
with two millstones belonging to Bali Efendi within the village of Boyana and a
pasture’.79

The entries in the two defters show that, for a period of some 30 years, there was a
considerable increase in donations to the zaviye. On the other hand, the names and
titles of the benefactors are evidence that the order was tolerated by the representatives
of the of� cial authorities. It is appropriate to refer here to the information provided by
Evliya Çelebi—though considered apocryphal by most scholars—about what Sultan
Selim II (1566–74) did in Bali Efendi’s memory. According to the traveller, on his way
back from Szegedvár, the sultan raised a high dome over the Shaykh’s tomb and built
a dervish tekke.80 The fact that the zaviye was already registered at the time of Selim II’s
reign makes Evliya Çelebi’s claim less dubious. Although this is not de� nitive evidence,
it supports the view that orthodox orders were supported by vakõ f incomes provided by
the sultans and senior of� cials.81 And this pattern continued through the seventeenth
century. Again according to Evliya Çelebi, in 1035 (1626) one Etmekçizade Ahmed
Pasha, defterdar under Ahmed I (1603–17) and Osman II (1618–22),82 built in Bali
Efendi’s village ‘a large caravanserai, covered with lead, with 50 rooms and 40 to 50
workshops with which he adorned the village.’83

Returning to the information from the registers, we should also make clear that they
record Bali Efendi as an owner and benefactor, for this contradicts the information that
the zaviye was founded after his death. It is probable that during his life he had a
connection with the locality where he was later buried. This is not only logical, but may
also be deduced from the toponyms and their related legends. We refer here to the
locality known as ‘Bali Efendi’s forest’, famous for its centuries-old woods, where Bali
Efendi’s türbe is located. According to the legend mentioned by KeskiogÏ lu, the Shaykh
used to drive into the ground burning sticks from which the present ancient trees
grew.84

There is no doubt that So� a remained the centre of Bali Efendi’s activities as a
preacher and instructor until his death and there, as his other biographers have pointed
out, he founded a zaviye.85 It is recorded on the list of mahalles in So� a in the
above-mentioned registers from 1570–71,86 and the end of the sixteenth century as the
‘Zaviye of Shaykh Bali Efendi’.87 The information in the two registers is identical and
an additional entry in the later register even points out that the names of the dervishes
there are listed ‘according to the old defter’.88 There are no other notes apart from the
list of names of the fourteen dervishes.

It is impossible to trace the fate of that centre chronologically or comprehensively, or
its relationship with the new cult centre of the order, but some new data may, however
cursorily, reveal glimpses of its spiritual and economic life. The minutes of a So� a kadi
of the second decade of the month of Rebiülevvel in the year 1029 (15–24 February
1620) provide indirect information about the state of Bali Efendi’s vakõ f in So� a.89 We
learn from the suit that the vakõ f had extended a credit of 10,000 akçe to a millet-ale
maker, Ali Beşe, son of Abdullah, from the So� a mahalle of Alaca Mescid,
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which reveals the role of the vakõ f as a creditor as well as its considerable � nancial
resources.

Additional notes in the mevkufat defteri of 1054 (1644) make it clear that the residents
of the So� a mahalle in which Bali Efendi’s tekke was located were exempt from paying
avariz.90 The reluctance of the residents of the surrounding neighbourhoods to pay
these taxes under collective responsibility and the resulting incidents caused the issuing
of a special order of the sultan that read: ‘since it is not included in the avariz, this
neighbourhood should not be entered in the avariz defter. Its residents should be left
alone in the future.’91 This fact alone is indicative of the ways in which the order
continued to maintain its in� uence and authority among the populace through the
seventeenth century. The manner in which the tekke was registered gives an echo of the
respect attributed to the personality of the Shaykh: ‘Tekke of the revered and respected
Shaykh Bali Efendi, may his memory be blessed, the greatest of the mystic scholars, let
his cherished secrets be sacred.’92

There is no doubt that there was a mosque connected with the name of Bali Efendi
in the city of So� a itself and we have some indication of its location. E. Ayverdi has
entered Bali Efendi’s mosque under no. 2316 in the catalogue of Ottoman architectural
monuments in Europe.93 He reports that, in 1159 (1746), the mosque was registered
under no. 20630 among the Kepeci vakõ fs and was located near Saraçhane.94 The
author stresses that this mosque was different from the one in the village of Bali Efendi
where Bali Efendi’s tomb and zaviye were. Two mosques of the Halveti Shaykh are also
recorded in the report of Ali Ferruh Bey, imaret commissioner in Bulgaria in 1902.95

The So� a mosque was located in the Imaret neighbourhood.96

The information in the above-mentioned registers of 1570–71 and the end of the
sixteenth century about the dervishes listed by name with Bali Efendi’s zaviye in So� a
is interesting in several respects. First, there are the indications of family ties between
the dervishes and the handing down of seniority from father to son, according to the
tradition established in the S½ ūf ȭ brotherhoods.97 The list of the dervishes begins with
‘Haci Musa—brother of the deceased Efendi; Orhan—brother of the deceased; Ishak
Çelebi—son of the deceased.’98 As for Bali Efendi’s other zaviye in present-day
Knyazhevo, the register of the end of the sixteenth century features the entry:
‘Mustafa—shaykh of the zaviye of the above-mentioned.’99 Since there are no other
data about family members, we can only assume that this person is identical with Seyid
Mustafa Çelebi,100 the son of Bali Efendi mentioned by Evliya Çelebi. The fact that in
1570–71 Bali Efendi’s close relatives were registered in the So� a zaviye and not in the
Knyazhevo zaviye (with one possible exception) indicates that the former was still of
prime importance at that time.

The information from the So� a mufassal register of the end of the sixteenth century,
however, already reveals a rather different picture regarding the priority of the
Knyazhevo zaviye. The list of its inhabitants brings to light the structure of the dervish
brotherhood that included: a shaykh of the zaviye; an imam who on occasion acted as
deputy of the shaykh; two müezzins; a servant; a special person who had the task of
reading the names of the benefactors in the mosque (muarrif); the manager of the
caravanserai; a man responsible for the readers of the prayer (reis i’z zâkirin); a
water-carrier; a cook; and novices (suhte).101 Compared with the data about the zaviye
in the 1570–71 register, where it is recorded as having only one shaykh and one müezzin
among the ten dervishes listed by name, this indicates how established the zaviye’s
structure became in the course of 30 years.

The data from the two defters and from the sicils of the So� a kadis from the middle
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of the sixteenth and the beginning of the seventeenth century reveal the presence of
yürük in So� a and the surrounding villages.102 We also � nd them among the dervish
brotherhoods of Bali Efendi’s two zaviyes at the end of the sixteenth century. There
were three yürük—Nazir yürük, Akbaş yürük and Musa yürük among the fourteen
dervishes registered at the So� a zaviye in the mufassal defter from the end of the
sixteenth century, and only one, Memi yürük, at the Knyazhevo zaviye, who was the
manager of the caravanserai.103 The presence of yürük among the Shaykh’s followers
explains to a certain extent the portrait of Bali Efendi by Evliya Çelebi as a ‘great teacher
of the Yürük tribes’,104 which is otherwise strange, though repeated by some scholars.105

Being an experienced compiler, Süleyman Küstendili made a more or less accurate
summary of all he knew about Bali Efendi’s life and personality from earlier authors. To
this, however, he added an episode that undoubtedly bridged the distance between the
times of the Shaykh and his early biographers and Küstendili’s own:

At the time when I moved to So� a, my son, Mustafa Arif, with the pure
thoughts typical of youth saw that high-ranking person two or three times in
his dreams. This man kindly condescended to adopt my son and, saying ‘This
is my son’, he made him live there. Later, in several appearances, he also
turned to me, the worthless, with the words ‘Even if he is your son, he is also
mine!’ Then I, the worthless, accepted with great joy.106

This passage provokes the question of consistency in the af� liation to the dervish
brotherhood and the desire to hand down seniority in the order by heredity. Apparently,
Küstendili aimed at raising the prestige of his own son, presenting him as the spiritual
son and heir of the famous mystic. In addition, since it is known with certainty that
Küstendili himself belonged to the Nakşibendi order, the episode could also be
interpreted as a hint at the ideological closeness between the Halveti and the Nakşibendi
order, which has been recorded by some well known scholars of S½ ū� sm in Islam.107 We
may, however, suggest an even more daring interpretation—the adoption of the zaviye
by the Nakşibendi order.

Küstendili presents the report of the miraculous cures that occurred at the Shaykh’s
tomb in a way typical of hagiographical literature. Bali Efendi’s reappearance after his
death, as well as his help to the sick and the weak, are undoubtedly a purely generic
feature. This, however, provides the author with an occasion to refer to the undeniable
fact that the Shaykh’s tomb became a place of veneration for Muslims, Orthodox
Christians and Gypsies.108

In this perusal of the newly discovered vita of the Halveti Shaykh Bali Efendi of So� a
we have attempted to reveal the true dimensions of the image, interpreted through the
prism of centuries-old literary traditions, and to see the extent of the author’s infor-
mation as well as his own perspective. We have mentioned, if only brie� y, the speci� c
generic features of the source in order to elucidate them by referring to items of
veri� able information that are either included or omitted. We have concluded that the
omissions were the result of an attempt to incorporate the biography into the hagio-
graphical genre rather than of any conscious and intended suppression. However, the
inaccessibility of the manuscripts that served as sources for the vita limit our compari-
sons to those fragments of them that have been published and we are therefore unable
to establish the balance between the facts included in the vita and those left out.

In our quest for the historical authenticity of the protagonist we have used data from
archival documents which allow us to amplify what we already knew, as well as to add
new information.
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From the vita and the additional sources, Shaykh Bali emerges as a S½ ūf ȭ mystic and
preacher, an outspoken and extreme supporter of orthodox Islam and a typical
representative of Muslim sectarian propaganda closely involved with the institutions of
the central authorities. His biography, however, has been ‘complemented’ with the
passage of time. Distortions consistently attached to his memory have gradually
transformed him into his own antipode: a holy man who desired religious and social
equality and was equally revered by both Muslims and Christians. To investigate the
reasons for this stark contrast, as well as the mechanisms and intentions behind the
mythologization of the image, is a project that it would be interesting to pursue at a
future date.
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